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• Accurate forecasts of total surface current velocities (TSCV) are 
important for search and rescue, tracking marine plastic and for coupled forecasting.

• Various satellite missions are being proposed to measure TSCV globally(e.g SKIM, SEASTAR)

• The ESA A-TSCV project1 will use observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) to test the 
assimilation of satellite TSCV.

• Synthetic observations are generated for all standard data types (SST, SIC, SLA and profiles of temperature 
and salinity) as well as the new observations expected from SKIM-like satellite missions using the SKIMulator
tool .

• Two operational global ocean forecasting systems are being 
developed to assimilate these data in a set of coordinated 
OSSEs: the FOAM system run at the Met Office and the 
Mercator Ocean (MOI) system.

• Aims of the project are to test the assimilation 
methodology and provide feedback on the observation
requirements for future satellite missions.

Introduction

1. https://oceanpredict.org/science/cross-cutting-projects/a-tscv



• Synthetic observations are generated from a Nature Run: 1/12° global ocean simulation with the Mercator 
Ocean real time system model without assimilation forced with 3 hourly ECMWF IFS fluxes.

• Observations are generated from daily mean fields (for SST, SIC, T and S) and hourly mean fields (for 
SLA  and TSCV) from the Nature Run.

• Obs error – unbiased white noise.

• Representativity errors for SST and profile obs - randomly shift data within +/-3days.

• OSSE experiments: 1/4° resolution, different initial conditions, ERA5 fluxes in FOAM and MOI systems.

• Both systems use NEMO 3.6.

• Systems differ significantly in their
DA approach.

OSSE design

FOAM MOI

Assimilation 

scheme

NEMOVAR 3D-VAR FGAT (Waters 

et al., 2015)

SEEK filter with a fixed basis 

(Lellouche et al., 2018)

Assimilation 

window

1 day 7 days

Background error 

covariances

Spatially and seasonally varying 

error variances at the surface and 

flow-dependent parameterisation for 

the sub-surface error variances.

Combination of two length-scales 

for the horizontal error correlations 

while vertical error correlations are 

based on the mixed-layer depth.

Defined through an ensemble of 

model anomalies from an historic 

model run. Spatially and weekly 

varying error covariances following 

the model “climatology”.

Multivariate 

Balance

Multi-variate relationships defined 

through linearised physical 

balances (Weaver et al., 2005)

Model covariance matrix based on a 

reduced basis of multivariate model 

anomalies.



• Perform a set of 1 year OSSEs for both FOAM and MOI systems.

• Reference runs with only standard observation network.

• Second set of experiments where standard observation + TSCV data are assimilated.

• Impact of TSCV assimilation will be assessed in terms of improvements to current forecasts through

• Standard metrics

• Simulated Lagrangian drift assessment

• Determine a set of requirements from the operational ocean forecasting community for future 
satellite missions measuring surface ocean currents

Plan for OSSE implementation



Idealised SSV observation experiments –
MOI and Met Office



Idealised observation experiments

An innovation of 0.5 m/s in u 

and v is specified in the mid 

North Atlantic

Speed SST SSS SSH

MOI

FOAM

Increments



Total increments Balanced increments only

Model response to increments in FOAM 

Note: the change in plotting scale from the last slide

• In NEMOVAR the 

velocity increments 

are a combination 

of balanced and 

unbalanced 

components.

• Balanced 

increments are the 

geostrophic 

component



Total increments Balanced increments only

Model response to increments in FOAM: end of 24 hour forecast

• The ageostrophic 

or unbalanced 

component of the 

increment is not 

being properly 

retained in the 

model

• One idea is to use 

Ekman theory to 

provide a balance 

with the wind-

stress for the 

ageostrophic 

component of the 

increment.



Velocity Background Error Covariances –
Met Office system



Velocity Error Covariances in FOAM

• Need to specify background error covariance for the unbalanced (ageostrophic) velocities in NEMOVAR.

• NMC method: uses 48 hour and 24 hour forecast difference fields, valid at the same time, as a proxy for 
the background error.

• Using a previous two-year run of the 1/4° FOAM system.

• Removed the balanced component of the velocities from the forecast field differences to allow us to 
calculate “unbalanced” velocity error covariances.

• Performed a function fitting to determine the correlation length-scales: 2 scales in the horizontal, 1 scale 
in the vertical.

Background error standard deviation from NMC: Sep-Oct-Nov
Unbalanced surf U Unbalanced surf V



Zonally averaged horizontal 

background error 

correlation length scales for 

unbalanced surface U and 

V. Calculated for 

September-October-

November.

Small scale y-dir

Small scale x-dir

Large scale y-dir

Large scale x-dir

Background error standard 

deviation associated with 

unbalanced U error bkg

covariances in the x-direction.

Horizontal background error correlations: Sep-Oct-Nov



Vertical background error correlation length 

scales – December 2018



Mld_Rho

Mld_Z

Ekman depth

Unbalanced U vertical background error correlations with the surface

Value of a gaussian 

function when z=L

Zonally averaged 

Globally averaged 



Next steps

• Decide how to use the statistical estimates of the error covariances

• Implement the chosen error covariances in the DA 

• Test in some short (1 month) trial runs



Conclusions

• We plan to use OSSEs to test the assimilation of TSCV in 2 global 

forecasting systems.

• The results from the experiment will be used to provide feedback on 

observation requirements for future satellite missions.

• Some developments required to improve the retention of the 

ageostrophic component of the velocity increment (at least in FOAM).

• The vertical background error correlation scales for unbalanced U and 

V are shorter than those for T and S.


